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Abstract 

The  historical  upbringing  of  the  theoretical  foundations  of  layout  planning  and  optimization 
provided  several  core  principles  from  which  other  theories  have  been  derived.    Naturally,  the 
development and transformation of  layouts following modern tastes have unlocked new types of 
capabilities, but these benefits are not exempt from drawbacks.  This study critically examines layout 
characterization and performance from both the historical and practical application perspectives.  In 
fulfilling this objective, this study conducts an assessment of the existing body of foundational work 
in  the  domain  of  layout  planning  and  Bürolandschaft,  a  German  term  that  characterizes  the 
conceptual  nature  of  an  office  landscape,  to  capture  the  underlying  motivations,  insights,  and 
benefits  that  are offered  by  this  foundation.    These  theories  are  examined  under  the  lens of  a 
common  focal  point  for  many  modern‐day  corporations:  obtaining  an  ideal  office  layout.    The 
historical findings imply that the manifestation of Bürolandschaft is closely related to the concept of 
an open office layout.  Given these insights, an application of an open office layout to a modern‐day 
organization  is  proposed.    Furthermore,  the  resulting  layout  is  assessed  based  on  a  variety  of 
qualitative and quantitative layout performance metrics to observe the impact emerging from the 
application of theory to practice.  More broadly speaking, the theoretical outcomes as suggested by 
historical  developments  are  assessed  in  comparison  to  the  outcomes  resulting  from  a  practical 
application.   

Keywords: Layout Design, Lean Systems, Performance Metrics.   

1. Introduction 

In accordance with modern tastes and fluctuations in industry practices, the fundamental structure 
of  layout design has shifted.   Furthermore, the dynamics of the relations between management and 
labor  have  influenced  and  impacted  layout  design  practices.    The  historical  tendencies  of  layout 
practices cast  light upon  the culture and mindset of  the  time.   These considerations are particularly 
significant  when  the  social  backlash  emerging  from  such  practices  results  in  widespread  shifts  in 
preferences or laws.   
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Throughout human history, there has been an observable cyclic pattern that is catalyzed by the 

natural introduction of change. Changes in processes, technology, practices, and the development of 

innovative concepts lead to impacts on people based on work/life practices and the overall standard of 

living. In turn, these types of influences on people change the prevailing societal mindset surrounding 

laws, policies, procedures, and philosophical perceptions of right and wrong. Likewise, these alterations 

to the rules of society fundamentally establish the parameters and constraints by which the next wave 

of innovation and change must occur.  

As such, the study of history is critical to our modern understanding of life, especially regarding layout 

design. Examination of historical phenomena is regarded as important for two primary reasons (W. Hopp 

and M. Spearman, 2008). First, analogous to the workings of the Central Limit Theorem, the test of time 

(or through extensive repetition) offers a wealth of insight into the merits of a particular practice or 

concept. Second, the world is continually submerged in a state of change that demands fluid adaptation.  

Leveraging these phenomena as an underlying motivation, this study seeks to examine layout design 

in relation to its most prevalent form for modern organizations: office design. First, an inspection of 

historical practices will be considered in order to capture the insights emerging from various time 

periods.  Next, the open office and general open concepts will be characterized and the outcomes from 

such a design will be hypothesized. After this, literature will be surveyed in order to grasp the 

documented outcomes of open office studies to enhance the overall characterization of the design.  

Finally, an application is introduced in order to apply these findings to a modern context.  The outcomes 

are compared from the basis of qualitative and quantitative performance metrics.  

 

2. Historical background 

Much like the prominent disciplines of management and engineering, layout planning has existed in 

various forms since the dawn of organized societies. However, the formal context that supports layout 

planning activities did not exist until the beginning of the first industrial revolution when people began 

to migrate from rural farmlands into urban cities to work in the up-and-coming industrial factories. 

While the dynamic factors that catalyzed these dramatic shifts are fundamentally complex, a significant 

amount of acknowledgment (A. S. Skinner, 1996) is paid toward Adam Smith’s work titled An Inquiry 

into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, informally known as The Wealth of Nations.  

While the concepts that Adam Smith introduced are trivial to the modern individual, innovative ideas 

such as the division of labor had a profound impact on the nature of layouts in the industrialized society 

of the 18th century. During this time, facilities were primarily managed by owners who held little 

concern for human factors or the standard of living for employees. Factory workers were perceived 

through the lens of productivity rates, utilization, and cost in the same manner as machines. Layout 

planning was a secondary consideration. While the layout selection was far from strategic, resources 

were usually arranged to accommodate the division of labor concept which was pioneered by Adam 

Smith.  

Another highlight in the history of layout planning emerged alongside the innovative work of Henry 

Ford (Curcio, V., 2013). Henry Ford drew inspiration from a variety of sources (Sloan, A. P., and Ford H., 

2020) and he understood the value of observing the successful practices of other organizations. He 
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admired the works of Adam Smith and even wrote a chapter in his book titled The Wealth of Nations 

(Ford, H., 2002). Motivated by his appreciation for speed and high throughput, Henry Ford visited Otto 

Doering’s spectacular mail-order system at Sears and Roebuck (Ulin, R. P., 1954) to observe how 

organizational resources and systems at large may be designed to enable high levels of speed and 

efficiency.  When Ford applied these concepts to the production of the Model T, he realized the 

significant benefits associated with obtaining operational excellence even though American culture did 

not glamorize operations. The cost of a Model T was reduced by 58% from 1908 to 1916. Ford's infamous 

assembly line was organized as an in-line layout where the equipment dedicated to the production of 

the Model T was arranged in a roughly straight line.  While this layout held numerous merits that played 

strongly to Ford's benefit, it lacked the flexibility to accommodate product variety (Groover, M. P., 

2016). Even though Ford was bound by this limitation, he did not naturally seek to incorporate product 

variety unless he perceived it to be necessary.  

 

3. Open office characterization 

This leads to the primary focal point of this study: the open office layout. Fascinatingly, the open 

office layout is considered to be one of the first layouts that were widely recognized and accepted for 

office arrangements.  One instrumental historical moment for the open office was the Bürolandschaft 

(also known as the Office Landscape Movement) which took place in Germany in the 1950s (Paletta, A., 

2019). This movement holds connections to Taylorism, which was pioneered by Frederick Winslow 

Taylor in his book Principles of Scientific Management. The key motivation was for office spaces to place 

a central focus in the strategic design process on the flow of information in the workplace. In turn, 

companies adapted, and these changes still hold influence on office layouts to this day. From a historical 

perspective, there are a total of three key aspects that characterize a typical open office layout.  

First, the open office directly targets efficiency through obtaining a high utilization of the space. This 

layout seeks to cluster personal spaces together in rows of desks, each assigned to one person, to 

enhance the ratio of communal space to personal space. Instead of having an entire room for an office, 

each person has one small area that may be mildly regarded as personal. An open office philosophy 

would perceive a traditional office room as having a high level of under-utilized space.  In the traditional 

manifestation of an open office layout, the workers do not have much spacing separating them. In 

general, open office layouts are often motivated by a Taylorism mindset.  

Second, there is high universality for the workspace. All spaces are communal to varying capacities 

and this impacts the work culture. The emergent outcome of this structure is threefold. First, team 

formation becomes more organic due to the natural grouping and clustering of labor, thereby increasing 

interpersonal interfacing. Second, the workplace remains in an optically ordered fashion since the 

natural clutter of personal spaces is minimized. Third, the expected utilization and efficiency of the 

function of the workspace increase when not all employees are present simultaneously.  

Third, the open office layout places a strong focus on communal spaces. As widely noted in the 

literature, a phenomenon known as The Tragedy of the Commons often arises in communal spaces such 

as those proposed in an open office plan (Altman, A., 2012). In summary, when individuals perceive the 

maintenance of space as having communal responsibility rather than personal responsibility, the 
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conditions associated with the communal aspects of the space tend to erode over time unless someone 

is appointed to take responsibility for the maintenance of such a space. Due to having such a strong 

communal focus, partitions are often featured in open office contexts in order to reduce noise (Virjonen, 

P., et al., 2007) and to achieve the high incremental enhancement of having a baseline level of privacy.   

As with many layout propositions ranging from stylistic to functional undertones, the emergent 

outcomes of a particular layout within an organizational or work culture context are complex. Even in 

circumstances where an identical layout methodology is implemented within various organizations, the 

resulting impacts on morale, productivity, and wellbeing may differ. For this reason, it is important to 

recognize that layouts should not be perceived as a singular design variable that entirely governs the 

outcomes of a hypothetical optimization problem. Rather, the emerging outcomes are a function of a 

multitude of variables at play, many of which are microscopically embedded within the organizational 

culture or macroscopically ingrained within the preferences/tastes of any given region of the globe. As 

such, there is tremendous value in establishing a connection between the preferences of a given time, 

the practices contained under the domain of these preferences, and the resulting reactions from the 

implementation and utilization of these practices.  
 

4. Literature survey 

A study conducted by Greg R. Oldham and Daniel J. Brass in 1979 discusses two primary approaches 

to perceiving the resulting impacts of implementing an open office plan (Oldham, G. R. & Brass D. J., 

1979). In essence, this study examines the opinions, attitudes, and productivity of 81 employees 

throughout the transition toward an open office plan.  The methodology of this study along with the 

corresponding results serves as the backbone for formulating the methods for perceiving the open office.  

First, the authors identified the social relations approach which serves as a primary lens to capture 

the qualitative outcomes of a layout theory. This approach rises to a high level of prominence in open 

layout theories due to the strong emphasis on the fostering of productivity through social relations and 

interactions.  Furthermore, the prevailing advantages and drawbacks of the widely accepted group 

development model (Egolf, D. B., 2013) become a critical point of interest. The social relations frame of 

reference provides valuable insight because it identifies interactions as the primary means of 

accomplishing the daily activities that support an organization or workgroup (Bonebright, D. A., 2010). 

Furthermore, the results of this study, show that both motivation and workplace satisfaction declined 

throughout the introduction of the open office layout plan that was featured in the study.  

Second, the authors strategically identified the sociotechnical frame of reference for perceiving open 

office layouts and, more broadly speaking, layout theories at large. While this lens for perceiving an 

organization is frequently overlooked, a comprehensive understanding of the manifestation of socio-

technical interactions is a critical ingredient of success within most modern-day technical organizations 

(Cherns, A., 1987). One common tendency is to reduce the dynamics of the operational function of an 

organization to a fixed set of metrics, reactions, solutions, or actions. The goal of this mindset is to pursue 

what is perceived to be a state of scientific operation at the expense of overlooking “softer” principles 

that are equally critical. A proper sociotechnical perspective, as indirectly implied by the authors of the 

indicated study, can lead to long-term growth benefits for an organization by recognizing the human 
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factors associated with the advancement of technical products.  

Another study published in the Applied Psychology journal (Evans, G. W. & Johnson, D., 2000) 

examines 40 female workers who were exposed to noise levels that were intended to simulate the noise 

emerging from an open office environment.  Fascinatingly, this study strategically applied a more cloaked 

technique for assessing the motivational outcomes of a workplace. One of the prominent tools that were 

applied for this purpose was measuring the number of attempts exerted towards an unsolvable puzzle. 

The introduction of workplace distractions led to an observable decrease in motivation coupled with a 

reluctance to make ergonomically beneficial shifts in posturing. Overall, the conclusions of this analysis 

are remarkably consistent with the findings of the previously discussed study and the generalized 

discussion of the open office characterization.  

The fundamental concept of an open layout, regardless of whether the context is corporate or 

production, is rooted in a strategic lack of specificity in the functional activities that the space can 

accommodate. For this reason, open layouts are conducive to environments that require adaptability, 

interdisciplinary contributions, and customization. Naturally, this favors the notion of product variety 

rather than product volume. A study (James, O., et al., 2021) examines 31 papers and 238 outcomes for 

open office workspaces on the basis of five categories.  A wide variety of other sources (Ilozor, B.D., 1999 

and Alduaij, A. & Hassan, N.M., 2020) offer additional insights. Other studies provide excellent coverage 

of these outcomes in varying contexts (Lam, A. I. Y., 2014). As observed by the existing body of research 

literature (Bennett, D., 2015), the functional layout also goes by the name “process layout” designation. 

Although the functional layout assumes a variety of analogous forms depending on the application 

context (Groover, M. P., 2016), there are several underlying themes (Okpala, C.C. and Chukwumuanya, 

O., 2016) that help to characterize the operational tendencies of these layouts. The generalized results 

of these outcomes are depicted in Table 1 and Table 2.  

Table 1. Assessment of Open Layout Outcomes 

Open Layout Advantages Open Layout Disadvantages 
Product Variety/Customization (Positive) Product Volume (Mildly Negative) 

Ease of Access to Operators (Positive) Batch Production (Mildly Negative) 

Social Work Environment (Highly Positive) Perceived Productivity (Mildly Negative) 
 Ease of Access to Materials (Positive) Work Autonomy (Negative) 

Communication (Highly Positive) Worker Health (Mildly Negative) 

Required Space for Facilities (Positive) Workplace Satisfaction (Highly Negative) 
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Table 2. Assessment of Functional (Process) Layout Outcomes 

Functional (Process) Layout Advantages Functional (Process) Layout Disadvantages 
Operational Flexibility (Positive) Interdepartmental Communication (Negative) 

Product Variety/Customization (Positive) Cross-Functional Collaboration (Negative) 

Batch Production (Sometimes Positive) High Work-In-Process (WIP) (Negative) 

Reduced Capital Investment (Positive) High Inventory (Negative) 

Reduced Overhead Cost (Mildly Positive) Material Handling Demands (Highly Negative) 

Favors Efficient Supervision (Mildly Positive) High Production Gap (Negative) 

 

5. Layout performance metrics 

Consider a modern-day technical organization and the commonly desired outcomes for the 

operations of the company. The organization desires operational excellence at all levels while also 

holding a high standard for customer satisfaction. Ultimately, the principles of consistency, timeliness, 

and efficiency are critical.  The system in this study is carried out within The University of Alabama in 

Huntsville Systems Management and Production Center (UAH SMAP Center) in the STEM outreach 

program.  The layout of the STEM outreach program will be reduced into elemental components to 

facilitate analysis. The current state of the system is depicted in Figure 1 as shown below.  

 
Figure 1. Current State of the UAH SMAP Center STEM Outreach Program Layout 

To begin, a series of quantitative metrics will be proposed for assessing the effectiveness of a layout. 

Generally speaking, these principles should be universal enough to serve as an assessment tool for any 

arrangement of resources regardless of the strength of the direct or indirect ties to layout planning 

practices.  In this case, the foundation of analysis will consist of deterministic demand values along with 

the corresponding distances between workstations (nodes) within the layout. Table 3 depicts the 

deterministic approximation of demand for a standard workday. The low levels of variability present 

across a significant sample of workdays indicate that the deterministic approximation of demand is a 

reasonable assumption.  
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Table 3. Total Demand Associated with Each Workstation 

 3D Printers Storage (Total) 2D Printer Machines 
Demand 41 accesses/day 20 accesses/day 16 accesses/day 3 accesses/day 

At this point, the quantitative traits of the system must be manifested comparably. While distance 

provides the basis for a comparable measure, multi-objective optimization problems often translate all 

units into cost. Although this may call upon a variety of complex modeling techniques, the variables can 

be related to cost by invoking the labor wage rate along with the average walking speed (Montufar, J., et 

al., 2007). In the system of interest, the employees who perform all of the operational functions are paid 

at the rate of USD 12 per labor hour.  The results of these calculations for each office are shown in Figure 

2.   

 
Figure 2. Current State Calculated Data 

In surplus of these metrics, a valuable tool in guiding layout design is the utilization of centroids. Often 

invoked in the area of solid mechanics, centroids are used for assessing moments of inertia or mass 

centroids (Hibbeler, R. C., 2004).  The understanding that inspired these theoretical developments may 

be seamlessly translated to the world of layout planning as shown in the formulas below.  

𝐶 = (�̅�, �̅�) (𝐸𝑞𝑛. 6) 

�̅� =
𝛴𝑖𝑥𝑖 ∙ 𝑤𝑖

𝛴𝑤
(𝐸𝑞𝑛. 7) 

�̅� =
𝛴𝑖𝑦𝑖 ∙ 𝑤𝑖

𝛴𝑤
(𝐸𝑞𝑛. 8) 

Thus, 𝑥𝑖 depicts the location of a given point in the horizontal direction relative to the origin. Similarly, 

𝑌𝑖 represents the location of a given point in the vertical direction relative to the origin. 𝑤𝑖 signifies a 

particular weight that is assigned to each locational coordinate. In this case, cost is the driving factor 

behind the quantitative analysis components of this study. The frequency that an employee travels along 

a specified route within the system serves as the proper weight to fulfill this stakeholder's desire.  
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Figure 3. Initial State Centroids 

In addition to these metrics, several qualitative implications are critical to consider. As noted in the 

brief literature survey, subtle changes to layout design practices may have profound impacts on morale, 

productivity, and longevity within a workspace. In leveraging these insights, qualitative factors are 

examined for the performance of the layout. The defined scope of these factors is provided below.  

• Cost of Implementation 

• Mechanical Flexibility 

• Transparency of the Space 

• Worker Privacy 

• Overall Change from the Current State 

Among the qualitative factors above, transparency uniquely holds a phenomenon known as the 

transparency paradox (Bernstein, E. S., 2012). Recognizing this paradox is beneficial because it identifies 

the connection between transparency and productivity levels (perceived and real measures). Most 

notably, this paradox holds strong ties to the observations emerging from the Hawthorne studies (Jones, 

S. R., 1992) which provided instrumental insight into the early comprehension of workplace psychological 

dynamics. Thus, except for transparency, all qualitative assessment criteria may be intuitively evaluated.  

 

6. Results 

Given this establishment, the valuable insights retained from the historical analysis of the 

foundational upbringings of open layout designs may be applied to the scenario of the UAH SMAP center. 

In incorporating this transformation, the weighted centroids shift relative to new system orientations. 

Likewise, both the qualitative and the quantitative factors are profoundly influenced by this 

rearrangement of resources within the system under consideration. In adherence to the true 

manifestation of open office theories, the resulting application is shown below in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Open Office Manifestation of the System 

Given this arrangement of resources, the perceived qualitative outcomes may be assessed in 

accordance with the current state conditions and the specific transformations required to truly achieve 

the essence of an open office plan. Simultaneously, it is important to recognize that complex systems 

frequently hold more opportunities to yield unexpected outcomes. The prevalence of this phenomenon 

increases with system complexity. Although the system at hand does not possess many of the common 

hallmarks of such a complex system, the noted phenomenon is nevertheless at play. The resulting impact 

on the qualitative criteria is depicted in Table 4. Table 5 considers the emerging layout in comparison to 

those of the original layout design under the prominent factors identified in the literature search.  

Table 4. Qualitative Results for the Open Layout as Inspired by Theoretical Findings 

Layout Qualitative Factors Open Office Layout 
Cost of Implementation Good 
Mechanical Flexibility Excellent 
Transparency of the Space Excellent 
Worker Privacy Inferior 
Overall Change from the Current State High 

Table 5. Assessment of Layout Qualitative Outcomes Based on Factors in the Literature Review 

Open Layout Outcomes (Literature) Current State Layout Open Layout Manifestation 

Product Variety/Customization (Positive) Moderate Good 

Ease of Access to Operators (Positive) Poor Great 

Social Work Environment (Highly Positive) Poor Great 

Ease of Access to Materials (Positive) Moderate Good 

Communication (Highly Positive) Moderate Great 

Required Space for Facilities (Positive) Moderate Great 

Product Volume (Mildly Negative) Good Poor 

Batch Production (Mildly Negative) Good Poor 

Perceived Productivity (Mildly Negative) 
 

Good Moderate 

Work Autonomy (Negative) Great Inferior 

Worker Health (Mildly Negative) Good Moderate 

Workplace Satisfaction (Highly Negative) Great Poor 
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As shown in the previous tables, the qualitative factors identified in the literature search cast a 

distinct light upon the differences between the original layout and the manifestation of the open office 

concept. Most strikingly, the expected outcomes share some harmony with the expectations formed 

from the literature review. However, as previously noted about the complexity of systems and 

interactions, the expected results do not precisely align with the qualitative outcomes. This aligns with 

the original hypothesis that the results would depart from expectations, but only to a moderate 

magnitude.  

After this, the quantitative results are compiled based on the performance metrics that were 

previously introduced. Most notably, there appear to be improvements of varying magnitudes in all 

quantitative assessment categories. The results of this analysis are shown below in Table 6.  

Table 6. Quantitative Results for the Open Layout as Inspired by Theoretical Findings 

Open Office: Average Distance Average RT Time Average RT Cost 
($) 

Daily Cost of 
Walking Time ($) 

3D Printers (41 
accesses/day) 

18.16’ 8.2 s 0.027336135 1.120781546 

Storage (20 
accesses/day) 

17.56’ 7.93 s 0.026432546 0.528650839 

2D Printer (16 
accesses/day) 

15.61’ 7.05 s 0.023488207 0.375811318 

Machines (3 
accesses/day) 

53.79’ 24.28 s 0.080949326 0.242847977 

The culmination of these results depicts the tremendous value in strategically capturing the 

advantages of open layout theories while making strides to minimize the drawbacks. In the application 

under consideration, the total daily walking cost, as mathematically defined in the previous section, is 

reduced from $6.25 to $2.27. This results in a very significant 63.6819% decrease in this cost metric.   

 

7. Concluding remarks 

The qualitative results of this analysis indicate that the overall state of the system declines when an 
open layout plan is implemented. These findings are in agreement with the literature and historical 
survey conducted in previous sections.  The quantitative results indicate very significant gains based on 
the cost metric that was applied.  While some organizations may be tempted to scoff at such a small 
dollar amount in the context of cost savings, this study was conducted in a system of part-time student 
employees who make only slightly more than minimum wage. If these same principles are considered in 
the context of a sophisticated and high-compensated network of employees, then the quantitative gains 
would be enormously impactful. Even small operational improvements may translate to significant 
advantages in global competitiveness when maintained over an extended period of time.  

The supporting work for this study that is not included in this paper features an analysis using 
stochastic simulation (using Simio simulation modeling), hypothesis testing, layout effectiveness 
(Groover, M. P., 2016), the incorporation of task duration to assess the concentration of non-value added 
activities and lean wastes, and a comprehensive comparative evaluation of the outcomes emerging from 
two other layout theories.  Encouragingly, there are a wealth of opportunities for further research.  
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